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Abstract 

Body dissatisfaction and disordered eating behavior in athletes may occur when sports and 
social pressures require an ideal body standard, if the athlete perceives that his or her body 
does not conform to this ideal. For this reason, the aim of this study is to investigate the 
relationship between artistic gymnasts’ (AG) physical profiles, body appreciation levels and 
eating attitudes. A total of 32 elite AG (Turkish National Team), 13 women and 19 men, 
participated in this study. Height and body analyzes of the participants were measured. Body 
appreciation levels were determined by the Body Appreciation Scale (BAS), and eating 
attitudes were determined by the Eating Attitudes Test (EAT-26). With the Training 
Information Form, information about training frequencies and durations was provided. 
Comparative analyzes of the BAS and EAT-26 results of elite female and male gymnasts 
were performed. The physical profiles, eating attitudes and body appreciation levels of 
female AG were evaluated and the relationship between them was determined. While no 
significant correlation was found between the BAS, EAT-26 and physical profiles of the elite 
male AG, a negative significant correlation was found between the BAS and body mass index 
(BMI) of female elite AG (p < 0.05). It was concluded that while BMI rates of elite female 
AG increased, their body appreciation levels decreased. The BAS results of elite AG’ were 
found to be significantly higher than those of elite female AGs (p < 0.05). 
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1. Introduction 

Gymnastics is one of the oldest sports branches that has continued its existence and 
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development from the Olympic Games revived in 1986 until today’s Olympic Games. 
Various disciplines of the gymnastics branch have developed over the years with different 
application forms. Today, gymnastics; It has six disciplines: artistic, rhythmic, trampoline, 
aerobics, acrobatic and parkour (FIG, 2021). The first discipline, also known as the basis of 
gymnastics, is artistic gymnastics.  

In aesthetic sports such as gymnastics, weakness is seen as performance enhancing and 
therefore advantageous in competitive environments. Athletes with high body fat are 
expected to be less athletic and less successful (Smolak et al., 2000). Performance in all 
disciplines of gymnastics is associated with low fat ratios and high muscle mass. The fact that 
competition choreographies contain elegant and artistic components in many disciplines of 
gymnastics sports, and the necessity of both high performance and aesthetic presentation 
reveals the importance of physical appearance (Klentrou & Plyley, 2003; Capdevila et al., 
2005). For this reason, physical appearance is of great importance in gymnastics in terms of 
both performance and aesthetic presentation.  

In general, it is emphasized that participation in competitive sports will increase the risk of 
eating disorders and disordered eating in athletes (Petrie et al., 2008; Sundgot-Borgen & 
Torstveit, 2004). Especially female athletes who play aesthetic sports face great pressure from 
their parents, team members and coaches to restrict their food intake in order to achieve the 
aesthetic ideal of the technique and to maximize performance (Smolak et al., 2000; De Bruin 
et al., 2007). Body dissatisfaction and disordered eating behavior in athletes may occur when 
sports and social pressures require an ideal body standard, if the athlete perceives that his or 
her body does not conform to this ideal (Stice & Shaw, 2002; Lester & Petrie, 1995; 
Hargreaves & Tiggemann, 2003). It has been reported that the formation and maintenance of 
eating disorders and irregular nutrition are directly related to body satisfaction (Jacobi et al., 
2004). There are studies showing that the development of disordered eating in athletes is 
associated with body dissatisfaction (Krentz & Warschburger, 2011; Byrne & McLean, 2001). 
In lean sports, such as gymnastics or diving, where performance or success is influenced by a 
lean body shape, studies have found fairly consistent results showing that irregular diets have 
a higher prevalence rate for both men and women (Krentz & Warschburger, 2011; Kong & 
Harris, 2015; Reinking & Alexander, 2005; Milligan & Pritchard, 2006; Rousselet et al., 2017; 
Thiemann et al., 2015; Torstveit et al., 2008). Studies have found that constructs such as fear 
and guilt influence bulimic behavior, especially when tested with increased body 
dissatisfaction and dietary intent (Anderson et al., 2011; Greenleaf et al., 2010; Petrie et al., 
2014). 

At the same time, gymnastics education is the most basic education that develops physical 
education, which is very important not only for elite athletes, but also for the physical and 
mental development of children in pre-school period, school period and adolescence. 
Especially during adolescence, giving importance to physical appearance and aesthetic 
anxiety, which is common among young people, can have negative consequences. For this 
reason, it is thought that the subject is important for teachers who teach gymnastics. 

It is thought that female gymnasts may be worried about looking thin and aesthetically 
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beautiful and male gymnasts having a muscular body structure, which may lead to problems 
such as eating disorders and other undesirable health problems in the future. For this reason, 
the aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between AG’ physical profiles, body 
appreciation levels and eating attitudes. 

2. Method 

2.1 Participants 

A total of 32 elite artistic gymnasts (Turkish National Team), 13 women and 19 men, 
participated in this study, which aims to examine the relationship between physical profiles, 
body appreciation levels and eating attitudes. 

2.2 Procedure 

Height and body analyzes of the participants were measured. Body appreciation levels were 
determined by the Body Appreciation Scale (BAS), and eating attitudes were determined by 
the Eating Attitudes Test (EAT-26). The difference between the BAS and EAT-26 results of 
female and male elite AGs were analyzed. With the Training Information Form, information 
about training frequencies and durations was provided. The physical profiles, eating attitudes 
and body appreciation levels of female AG were evaluated and the relationship between them 
was determined. 

The height of all participants was measured barefoot with an ultrasonic height meter (Langen 
Messstab 5003, Germany). Body weight, basal metabolic rate, body fat percentage, body 
mass index (BMI), muscle mass, body fluid ratio and bone mineral weight were measured on 
a body analysis scale (Tanita BC 401, Japan) in the morning on an empty stomach and 
without fluid intake. 

Body appreciation levels of the participants were determined by the Body Appreciation Scale 
(BAS). The original BAS was created by Tylkaa and Wood-Barcalow (2015) to determine the 
body appreciation levels of individuals. The adaptation of the scale to Turkish was done by 
Anlı et al. (2015). BAS is a scale consisting of 10 items and a single sub-dimension. The 
scale was prepared in a five-point Likert format as “1-Never 2-Rarely 3-Sometimes 4-Often 
5-Always”. There is no reverse item in the scale, and the lowest score that can be obtained 
from the scale is 10, while the highest score is 50. A low score indicates a low level of body 
appreciation, and a high one indicates a high body appreciation (Tylkaa & Wood-Barcalow, 
2015; Anlı et al., 2015). 

Eating habits of the participants were determined by applying the Eating Attitudes Test 
(EAT-26). EAT-26 was developed by Garner et al. (1982). For the EAT-26, 20 points is 
considered the cutoff point. A score of 20 or more is defined as “abnormal eating behavior”, 
and values less than 20 points are defined as “normal eating behavior”. The inventory was 
adapted into Turkish by Devran (2014) and used as a measurement tool in his study. However, 
EAT-26 alone does not provide a specific eating disorder diagnosis. Scores greater than 20 
indicate further investigation by a qualified professional. Low scores (below 20) may still be 
consistent with severe eating problems, as denial of symptoms can be a problem in eating 
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disorders. Results were interpreted with body weight history, current BMI and percent ideal 
body weight. 

2.3 Statistical Analysis 

SPSS 23.0 program (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for statistical analysis of the study. 
Descriptive statistical analyzes were performed to determine the mean±standard deviation 
values of height, body analyzes, sport age, BAS and EAT-26 data. The difference between the 
BAS and EAT-26 results of female and male elite AGs was analyzed by Independent Sample 
T Test. Whether the data showed normal distribution or not was analyzed with the 
Shapiro-Wilk Test. The correlation analysis between the physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS 
scores of the elite AG was performed separately for men and women. It was accepted as the 
level of significance p < 0.05. 

3. Results 

It was determined that 13 elite female AG participating in this study trained for a mean of 30 
hours a week, 5 hours a day, 6 days a week. The descriptive analysis results of physical 
profiles, EAT-26 Scale and Body Appreciation Scale (BAS) scores of elite female artistic 
gymnasts are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive analysis results of the physical characteristics, EAT-26 and BAS scores 
of elite female AG 

(N = 13) Mean±Std. Deviation Max Min 

Age (years) 18.31±4.54 31.00 13.00 

Sports Age (years) 11.39±3.51 21.00 7.00 

Body Weight (kg) 51.48±6.97 60.10 40.10 

Height (cm) 157.23±4.97 164.00 146.00 

BMI 20.64±2.08 23.70 16.90 

Body Fat Ratio (%) 17.07±5.32 24.10 8.00 

Muscle Mass (kg) 39.91±4.07 46.70 33.20 

Bone Mineral Weight (kg) 2.14±0.24 2.50 1.70 

Basal Metabolic Rate (kcal) 1310.23±117.71 1504.00 1117.00 

Body Fluid Ratio (%) 59.67±3.96 67.00 55.00 

EAT-26  14,31±6,79 27.00 3.00 

BAS 37.77±7.03 50.00 25.00 

Note. Mean±Std. Deviation: Mean±Standart Deviation; Max: Maximum value; Min: 
Minimum value; BMI: Body Mass Index; BAS: Body Appreciation Scale. 
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It was determined that 19 elite male AG participants of this study trained for a mean of 24 
hours a week, 4 hours a day, 6 days a week. The descriptive analysis results of the physical 
profiles, EAT-26 Scale and BAS scores of elite male artistic gymnasts are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Descriptive analysis results of the physical characteristics, EAT-26 and BAS scores 
of elite male artistic gymnasts 

(N = 19) Mean±Std. Deviation Max Min 

Age (years) 19.47±4.07 28.00 14.00 

Sports Age (years) 13.05±3.41 20.00 7.00 

Body Weight (kg) 62.93±9.63 72.90 43.40 

Height (cm) 169.37±8.49 184.00 156.00 

BMI 21.84±2.51 26.40 16.30 

Body Fat Ratio (%) 8.80±3.18 14.80 5.00 

Muscle Mass (kg) 53.85±8.45 63.80 36.20 

Bone Mineral Weight (kg) 2.87±0.40 3.30 2.00 

Basal Metabolic Rate (kcal) 1699.53±233.23 1975.00 1206.00 

Body Fluid Ratio (%) 64.11±5.56 77.20 52.20 

EAT-26  10.95±6.23 24.00 2.00 

BAS 45.37±4.86 50.00 29.00 

Note. Mean±Std. Deviation: Mean±Standart Deviation; Max: Maximum value; Min: 
Minimum value; BMI: Body Mass Index; BAS: Body Appreciation Scale. 

 

A comparison of the BAS and EAT-26 results of elite female and male gymnasts is shown in 
Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of BAS and EAT-26 results of elite female and male gymnasts 

  N Mean±Std. Deviation t p 

BAS 
Female AG 13 37.77±7.03 

-3.63 0.01* 
Male AG 19 45.37±4.86 

EAT-26 
Female AG 13 14.31±6.79 

1.45 0.16 
Male AG 19 10.95±6.23 
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Note. N: Number of gymnast; Mean±Std. Deviation: Mean±Standart Deviation; BAS: Body 
Appreciation Scale; AG: Artistic gymnast. *p < 0.05. 

 

According to the Independent Sample T Test analysis results, the BAS value of the elite male 
AG’ was found to be significantly higher than that of the female elite AG’ (Table 3; p = 0.01). 

Correlation analysis results of physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS scores of elite female and 
male AG are shown in Tables 4 and 5.  

 

Table 4. Correlation analysis results of physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS scores of elite 
female AG 

(N = 13) BW (kg) BMI BF (%) MM (kg) BMW (kg) BMR (kcal) BFR (%) EAT-26 BAS 

H (cm) .796** .520 .408 .865** .857** .834** -.636* .176 -.139

BW (kg)  .927** .777** .918** .922** .926** -.912** .293 -.533

BMI   .857** .780** .799** .801** -.894** .311 -.647*

BF (%)    .487 .541 .501 -.924** .270 -.496

MM(kg)     .986** .990** -.698** .202 -.421

BMW (kg)      .972** -.720** .143 -.391

BMR (kcal)       -.703** .212 .511 

BFR (%)        .268 .448 

EAT-26         .-442

Note. H: Height; BW: Body Weight; BFR: Body Fat; MM: Muscle Mass; BMW: Bone 
Mineral Weight; BMR: Basal Metabolic Rate; BFR: Body Fluid Ratio; BAS: Body 
Appreciation Scale. *: Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **: Correlation is 
significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  

 

In the results of the correlation analysis of the physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS scores of 
elite female AG’, a statistically significant negative correlation was found between BAS and 
BMI values (Table 4; p = -.647). It was concluded that while BMI rates of elite female AG 
increased, their BAS levels decreased. 
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Table 5. Correlation analysis results of physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS scores of elite 
male AG 

(N = 19) BW (kg) BMI BF (%) MM (kg) BMW (kg) BMR (kcal) BFR (%) EAT-26 BAS

H (cm) .729** .139 -.207 .808** .733** .790** -.214 -.353 -.012

BW (kg)  .778** .221 .948** .930** .946** -.552* -.212 .042

BMI   .506* .631** .673** .644** -.607** .015 .081

BF (%)    -.040 -.053 -.051 -.672** -.037 .207

MM (kg)     .959** .987** -.299 -.258 -.031

BMW (kg)      .989** -.387 -.313 -.026

BMR (kcal)       -.351 -.278 -.041

BFR (%)        .231 -.183

EAT-26         -.372

Note. H: Height; BW: Body Weight; BFR: Body Fat; MM: Muscle Mass; BMW: Bone 
Mineral Weight; BMR: Basal Metabolic Rate; BFR: Body Fluid Ratio; BAS: Body 
Appreciation Scale. *: Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **: Correlation is 
significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  

 

In the results of the correlation analysis of the physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS scores of 
elite male AG’, no statistically significant result was reached between the BAS and EAT-26 
values and their physical profiles (Table 5). 

4. Discussion 

In this study, which aimed to investigate the relationship between physical profiles, body 
appreciation levels and eating attitudes of gymnasts, the mean EAT-26 and BAS scores of 
elite female AG were found to be 14.31±6.79 and 37.77±7.03, respectively. The EAT-26 
mean of elite female AG’ who train for an average of 30 hours a week was found below 20 
points, that is, at the level of “normal eating behavior”. Considering their BMI results 
(20.64±2.08) and body weights (51.48±6.97 kg), which are in the normal range, female AG’ 
are not considered to have an eating behavior disorder or to be prone to eating behavior 
disorder (Table 1). A negative significant correlation was found between BAS and BMI of 
female elite AG (Table 4; p= -.647). It was concluded that while the BMI ratios of elite 
female AG increased, their body appreciation levels decreased. It was determined that 19 elite 
male AG participants in this study trained for an average of 24 hours a week, 4 hours a day, 6 
days a week. The mean EAT-26 and BAS scores of elite male AG’ were found to be 
10.95±6.23 and 45.37±4.86, respectively. No significant correlation was found between the 
physical profiles, EAT-26 and BAS results of the elite male AGs (Table 5). Considering their 
BMI results (21.84±2.51) and body weights (62.93±9.63 kg), which are in the normal range, 
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male AG’ are not considered to have an eating behavior disorder or to be prone to eating 
behavior disorder (Table 2). In addition, the BAS levels of the elite male AG’ were 
significantly higher than the female elite AG’ (Table 3; p = 0.01). 

Loland, 1999 emphasizes that the body perceptions of the athletes are related to the 
functionality and performance requirements in the sport they do. Aesthetic sports requires a 
weak body structure in order to perform the desired body difficulties and apparatus use in 
accordance with aesthetic standards. Athletes could be dissatisfied if they perceive a 
discrepancy between the own body shape and the perceived ideal body shape for best 
performance (Krentz & Warschburger, 2011). It has also been reported that BMI may be a 
factor related to body dissatisfaction. A correlation between body dissatisfaction and BMI has 
been observed in both the general (Kantanista et al., 2017) and sports populations 
(DiGioacchino DeBate et al., 2002; Karr et al., 2013). Karr et al., 2013 found that higher BMI 
was associated with greater body dissatisfaction in female sports participants in different 
types of sports (aesthetic/slim, unaesthetic/lean, and unaesthetic/lean). In the results of this 
study, the correlation between BMI levels and BAS levels of elite female AG’ in terms of 
increase in BMI levels and decrease in BAS levels was consistent with the literature (Krentz 
& Warschburger, 2011; Kantanista et al., 2017; DiGioacchino DeBate et al., 2002; Karr et al., 
2013) but such a result was not obtained in elite male AG.  

Women have traditionally displayed a greater commitment to the pursuit of cultural standards 
of beauty than have men (Furnham et al., 2002). Davis and Cowles (1991) reported that 
dieting is a more common behavior among women than men, who report that how they feel 
about their body is as important as how they feel about themselves in general. During a time 
when having a slim body is valued for women, those for whom body satisfaction is a central 
element of self-esteem are more likely to preoccupy with weight and be prone to negative 
eating attitudes (Furnham et al., 2002). In this study, the BAS levels of the elite male AG’ 
were found to be statistically significantly higher than the elite female AG’, suggesting that 
women are more concerned about their bodies and is consistent with the literature (Furnham 
et al., 2002; Davis & Cowles, 1991). However, body dissatisfaction is lower among athletes 
in all kinds of sports, including aesthetic sports, compared to non-athletic control groups 
(Hausenblas & Downs, 2001; Smolak et al., 2000).  

There is often a correlation between eating disorders and body image dissatisfaction. This has 
been demonstrated by the high prevalence of eating disorders in groups that should have an 
“ideal” body, such as ballet dancers and models, as well as athletes (Sundgot-Borgen, 1993; 
Garner & Garfinkel, 1980). A high incidence of disordered eating is seen in elite sports where 
competitive results are dependent on referees’ opinions and aesthetic judgment, as in 
gymnastics, figure skating, diving and dance (De Bruin et al., 2007; Sundgot-Borgen, 1994). 
Torstveit et al., 2008 found that elite athletes in sports where they should be thin had a more 
irregular diet, while body dissatisfaction was lower compared to other types of sports. This 
suggests that eating disorders in elite athletes in aesthetic sports do not occur more often 
because of a higher overall dissatisfaction with their own body (Reel et al., 2013). 

According to the results of this study, no significant results were found between the eating 
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habits and body appreciation levels of both female and male elite AGs. In addition, it has 
been determined that elite AGs with normal values in terms of physical characteristics have a 
high level of body appreciation. The BAS results of the male elite AG were found to be 
significantly higher than the elite female AG. In this study, no negative results were observed 
regarding the eating attitudes and body appreciation levels of the gymnasts in the Turkish 
National Team. 

5. Conclusion 

Artistic gymnastics is a sport where motor skills and technique must be applied in a 
high-level aesthetic manner. Maintaining ideal aesthetics and performance can be challenging 
for gymnasts at times. Body appearance, which is of great importance, is affected by the diet 
as well as the effects of training. Maintaining this balance is of great importance for the 
psychological and physiological health of gymnasts. In addition to well-planned training 
programs, a good nutrition program is absolutely essential for gymnasts. It is thought that it 
will be beneficial to conduct studies with a larger number of participants in the future. 

The number of participants in this study is limited only to artistic gymnasts at the Turkish 
National Team level. It is thought that studies on this subject, which will be carried out with a 
high number of participants, are necessary for athletes and coaches. 
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